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Corporate Profile
Muscatine Power and Water (MP&W) is a 
municipal utility organization along the 

and communications services to Muscatine, 
Iowa and nearby areas.

Business Challenge
With the sheer volume of network data and 
the time it took to manually search network 
drives, Muscatine’s processes for eDiscovery 
had become inefficient and impractical. They 
needed a robust, automated solution that 
could perform eDiscovery search and 
collection activities across 15 network drives. 

Business Solution
Muscatine Power and Water adopted 

successfully automating their recurring 
eDiscovery processes. Now, MP&W can 
search data across all network drives with 
minimal staff intervention, drastically 
simplifying a once labor-intensive process. 

Results
By using Altitude IG, Muscatine Power and 
Water has: 

Cut time spent on regular network
searches by 75%
Saved approximately  90 minutes
per week- which equates to saving
2 weeks worth of time per
person per year!

With Altitude IG, Muscatine can fulfill 
additional eDiscovery requests on-demand 
and take a more proactive approach to 
managing compliance and risk.

Musc tine Po er n  W ter oosts 
e isco ery iciency y  it  ltitu e 

Facing the Challenge of Increasing ESI 
Volume and Complexity 

A Sherpa Software customer since 2012, Muscatine Power 
and Water (MP&W) has long used and trusted Sherpa’s 
products—including Mail Attender, Compliance Attender, 
and Discovery Attender—for eDiscovery and Information 
Governance retention policy enforcement in their 
business. However, as their data increased in volume, so 
did their demand for advanced software capabilities. 
Eventually, MP&W reached a point where the need for a 
more robust and comprehensive eDiscovery tool that 
could reach beyond email became apparent.

Driving the hunt for new software was MP&W’s 
requirement to run weekly eDiscovery searches across 
their 15 network drives. The goal of these searches was to 
identify all files that contained particular keywords and 
phrases and save them for review by their legal team. For 
MP&W’s already busy employees, finding the time to 
manually conduct this weekly search was near impossible, 
bringing to the forefront the need for eDiscovery 
scheduling and automation.

Client Success Story | MP&W
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“
” 

The Sherpa team has been great! They are very 
responsive and willing to do whatever is required 
to address my issues or concerns.

- Michael Ohl, MP&W



Implementing Altitude IG
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Benefits to MP&W:

“

”
 

Having the ability to fulfill 
any request I recieve about 
files that contain the 
specified keywords not only 
serves our business need, 
but also reduces a workload 
that otherwise would be 
extremely labor intensive.

Leverage Intuitive Dashboards 
& Interactive Elements

Ability to Quickly Find Network 
Files Using Set Criteria

Simplicity of Scheduling 
Recurring Searches



“

”

“
”
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Planning for the Future

reat
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Not only are we now able to 
perform our weekly 
searches, but I can quickly 
react to any other 
eDiscovery requests that 
involve the searching of our 
network-based data.

MP&W will look to Altitude 
IG’s Policy Enforcement 
model for ensuring that their 
email system is managed in 
accordance with corporate, 
legal and regulatory 
compliance policies.

We’ve been very happy with 
what Altitude provides. It is 
a great solution and delivers 
the results we need.
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